UNIVERSAL BUTLER INSTRUCTION

Drill two holes in mounting surface and use either the Flat Head Screws, Washers, and Lock Nuts, or use the two Wood/Sheet Metal screws to mount the female part of the hinge.

The best surface to use is a strong surface that is perpendicular to the floor of the vehicle or the ground. A slightly slanted surface can be used by rotating the female part of the hinge so that the ring will be parallel to the floor or ground.

Be sure to place the bracket such that when the mug is placed in the ring the bottom of the mug will not contact any surface.

MOTORCYCLE HANDLEBAR BUTLER INSTRUCTION

EXAMPLE OF HANDLEBAR MOUNT

EXAMPLE OF BOAT SIDE CONSOLE MOUNT

ATV HANDLEBAR BUTLER INSTRUCTION: TWO OPTIONS AVAILABLE

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PLEASE CALL GLASSACT TOLL-FREE 888-892-4306